Dear Councillor
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE - MONDAY, 17 JUNE 2019
I am now able to enclose for consideration at the above meeting the following
reports that were unavailable when the agenda was printed.
Agenda Item
No.

LATE REPRESENTATIONS (Pages 3 - 12)
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DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE – 17 June 2019
LATE REPRESENTATIONS SUMMARY
Agenda Item
Number
3 (a)

Planning Reference

Description

Address

18/01742/FUL

Proposed construction
of a storage building

Equestrian Centre
New Manor Farm
Sawtry Way
Wyton

Retrospective
application for the
erection of a two storey
dwelling replacing a
former dwelling (new
design to replace two
previously approved
schemes) and
associated works

1 Lodge Farm Cottage
Low Road
Little Stukeley
Huntingdon
PE28 4HG

Parish Comments – See attachment
4 (a)

18/01391/FUL

Two plans were omitted from the DMC report pack in error.
1. 2018 02_PL03: Flood Compensatory storage plans – referred to in 7.14
2. 2018 02_PL04: Flood Compensatory volume calculations

4 ( C)

19/00597/S73

Variation of Condition 1
of 16/00679/FUL for
temporary site access
for construction traffic.
This includes no dig
haul road, drop kerb
access via public
highway, removal of
existing hedge. For
duration of
construction works.
The current permission
is due to expire on 18th
August 2019.

Land At Former Golf
Course
Houghton Road
St Ives

Update to section 6.3 of the Committee Report:
The following photographs (pictures A to D) have been received from the occupier of “Mandera”
Houghton Road, St Ives who objects to the application. The objector asks that the DMC view the
photos in conjunction with the objector’s verbal comments to be given during the DMC meeting

Picture A

Picture B
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Picture C

Picture D
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18/01742/FUL Proposed Construction of Storage Building – Equestrian centre
New Manor farm Sawtry Way
Following the decision taken at the Development Management Panel on the 20th May 2019
to defer a decision on the above application, we are writing to you with further comments
for Officers and Councillors to consider.

1. Officers Report to Committee and HDC Local Plan
1.1 The application is in the name of ‘New Manor Farm Ltd’ which is an application to erect
a very large scale, new building, for the use of Mick George Ltd. It is justified by the
applicant because a piece of hard standing exists on the site which it is argued has no other
viable use than to be built on.
1.2 The officers report supports this application, but we believe fails to recognise that the
re-use of a piece of hard standing, is insufficient justification to support expanding a
business in class B8, the nature of which needs only road access. It does not need to be in
the countryside and building on this scale would finally tip the balance on that site to
becoming a new unplanned industrial estate.
1.3 The officer is correct in that the site is definitely within the countryside and therefore
caught by Local Plan policy LP10, but he fails to mention that this together with its related
policies, whilst aiming to support a thriving rural economy, actually looks to protect the
countryside, support on-going agriculture, together with diversification into sectors such as
tourism and leisure.
1.4 Hence storage and maintenance of heavy aggregate moving and road building plant &
machinery, together with the resultant industrialisation of the countryside is not supported
by this policy.
1.5 The Officers report quotes Local Plan policy LP19 The Rural Economy - and interprets
this to support the application, mentioning that the existing buildings on the site have
already been put to some alternative use, which therefore justifies further expansion.
1.6 However this policy clearly states that the extent of diversification should mean that
agricultural operations should remain the dominant land use and be on appropriate scale,
neither of which this application satisfies.
1.7 The policy usefully defines ‘Rural’ – which whilst stating that it can be both industrial or
agricultural, importantly does clarify that in 6.19 it has to be ‘one having a genuine need to
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be located in the countryside’ and in 6.21 ‘a rural location is essential to the successful
operation of the business or the business is dependent upon the natural resources only
available in limited locations’ (emphasis added).
1.8 LP19 finally states ‘A rural business is one which has a legitimate reason to be located in
the countryside, including but not limited to agriculture, horses, horticulture or forestry’
1.9 We do not see there is any legitimate or over-riding reason for this business to have to
be located in the countryside as it merely requires a big building and access to a road.
1.10 By stating that the hard standing has no viable re-use is to attempt treat it as if it were
a redundant building. It isn’t and maintenance, running costs, ground rent and security will
all be zero to minimal. Furthermore to have to ‘sink’ the building some 1m below the
ground to reduce the buildings height will require this hard standing to be dug up,
excavated and a new floor laid, hence it is not a reuse of what is already there.
1.11 Meanwhile to build an actual building - 9.5m high construction – covering over 1000 sq
m (the size of a small supermarket) including a crane, to use it to run a large scale, non-rural
venture, is way beyond the sort of diversification identified by the policy. It will have
significant impact on the surrounding character as it tips the balance from predominantly
rural to industrialisation of the site.
2. NPPF and The Houghton & Wyton Neighbourhood Plan (HWNP)
2.1 LP19 is classified as a non strategic policy within the Local Plan. NPPF 21 makes it clear
that local plans should make explicit which policies are strategic policies.
2.2 The HDC Local Plan satisfies this requirement and on page 4, explicitly states that the
strategic policies are all the policies contained in section 4; Section D (allocations); together
with policies on Design Context and Affordable Housing. Hence Policy LP19 is non strategic
as it appears in Section 6.
2.3 NPPF 2019 is quite clear when it states in para 13 ‘Neighbourhood Plans should support
the delivery of strategic policies contained in local plans or spatial development strategies;
and should shape and direct development that is outside of these strategic policies’.
2.4 Hence we should look to the H&W Neighbourhood Plan to direct us on this matter and
which is complimentary to LP19 but usefully puts more flesh on the bone to help ensure
that only appropriate development, that genuinely satisfies the policy, is supported.
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2.5 The HWNP 15 10.2 states ‘in particular in a rural location, it is considered most
appropriate to encourage small scale businesses which encourage and promote tourism and
rural enterprise generally and/or benefit the local community.’
2.6 The policy specifically uses the words ‘encourage small scale businesses which
encourage and promote tourism and rural enterprise’ – key words when considered against
an application in support of Mick George Ltd – a large scale, non rural, national concern and
completely unwarranted.
2.7 HWNP goes on to state in 10.5 ‘Support will therefore be given to proposals which
demonstrate an active approach to providing sustainable commercial activity within the
context of a rural parish.’
2.8 Read as a whole, the HWNP clearly identifies the particular character of the area, as
being rural, heavily reliant on quiet tourism and not an appropriate location for heavy plant
maintenance and the storage building the scale of which resembles a distribution centre,
built on the high ground overlooking parts of the village and surrounding conservation area.
2.9 Furthermore the Houghton & Wyton Neighbourhood Plan is very specific about the
location for this proposal and highlights concerns raised when formulating policy as in 10.6
it states ‘One caveat is the concern over sprawling development along the main routes that
surround the built up area – namely .....the B1090’ (Sawtry Way) It goes on to suggest that
this would not be the best location for business expansion and development if it leads to
further sprawl. This building extends the built on area of the site, is clearly visible and would
add to the actual and perception of development sprawl.
2.10 Policy HNWP 15 ‘expanding businesses will be supported where appropriate to their
rural setting and respect the character of the village, the countryside and wider landscape.’
3. Conclusion:
3.1 The weak justification for a new building on the site (the hard standing argument), mass
scale of what is proposed, nature of the business activity, the tipping of the balance away
from predominantly rural activity, and irrelevance to a countryside location fails the test
against policies LP10, non- strategic policy LP19 and HWNP 15.
3.2 In our view points to this development needing to be located in one of the districts
designated Established Employment Areas (LP18) and we therefore recommend refusal.
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